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Simon, originally an employee project manager, stopped managing projects as a Hands-On Expert several years ago. Now, as a consultant, he uses his project management background to set agendas and teach others how to facilitate all kinds of meetings and workshops. He has added Teacher, Coach, and Counselor to his skills.

The more responsibility you have for the client’s growth, the more value you offer as a consultant.

That’s why successful consultants review their skills periodically to see where they offer value to their clients.

Aside from your perspective or slant on your expertise, clients buy your services so you can support their desired changes. (Some clients don’t want to change, but you might only learn that once you’re in the engagement. See Strengthen the Client Relationship for details about this and other client problems during an engagement.)

1.2 Understand Your Skills

If you’re new to consulting, consider these questions to frame your thinking:

- You excelled at some of your past work, and you know other companies (or people) will pay for that work.
- People asked you for advice based on your work.
- Somebody said, “You should be a consultant because you offered me so much value when you did this thing for us.”

Your client value is your perspective plus your interpersonal skills. Think back to what other people asked you to do—or that you volunteered to do—because you’re good at those activities. If most
of your skills, similar to Andrea’s in the previous section, lie primarily in the how-to-do-the-work, use the ideas in Appendix A to inventory them.

But don’t stop with technical skills. While technical skills can be quite useful, they are not sufficient for long-term success. That’s because the more a consultant has responsibility for the client’s growth and results, the more the consultant will facilitate other people’s work.

That facilitation often starts with communication skills.

### 1.2.1 Communication Skills

Brian, an experienced software architect, told me that he worked with highly technical teams, day in and day out. He also said: “The more I practice my interpersonal skills, the feedback, coaching, and influence, the more successful I am as a consultant.”

That’s because, as Gerald M. Weinberg said in *The Secrets of Consulting: A Guide to Giving and Getting Advice Successfully* WCO14:

> “No matter how it looks at first, it’s always a people problem.”

Your technical skills might help you sell an engagement. However, your interpersonal skills will help you propose and deliver a successful engagement. Interpersonal skills help consultants describe and communicate how the client’s environment aids or prevents them from seeing their challenges or changing.

Here are some communication skills most consultants need to be successful:

- Asking open-ended questions and using active listening to hear the answers.
• Writing, speaking, and visualizing what you see so clients can understand their current challenges.
• Writing, speaking, and visualizing your work as content marketing to attract more clients.

All these skills require empathy with your clients and where they are in their change journey. That leads to effective relationship-building with your clients.

1.2.2 Relationship-Building or Influencing Skills

Only one of the consulting roles, the Hands-on Expert, in Figure 1.1 allows the consultant to deliver outcomes alone. All the other roles require interactions with the client.

Successful independent consultants build relationships with many people at a given client—especially the person who signed the Purchase Order. (See Recognize Your Buyer to understand the various roles the client personnel might take.)

Here are some necessary relationship-building skills:

• Build rapport with potential and current clients, especially with the economic buyer. That rapport allows consultants to retain the client for more engagements.
• Build trust with potential and current clients.
• Maintain sufficient self-esteem, so the consultant doesn’t need to take credit for their client’s successes.
• Focus on outcomes. Sometimes, consultants are attached to a specific process or tool, especially if the consultant offers a certification or is part of a certification system. When consultants focus on outcomes, they can offer their clients several options to achieve their desired changes.
The more you build these relationship-oriented skills, the more success you will have in influencing clients to consider and use the changes you recommend. (Influence includes exploring what the client might want as results and how they might achieve those results.)

You don’t need all of these skills right now. You can practice and learn them as you proceed. However, successful consultants have enough of these skills to offer sufficient value to their clients.

Many successful consultants also share these personal qualities.

### 1.2.3 Personal Qualities

Our qualities help us build client relationships. Here are qualities I have found helpful:

- **Initiative.** You take the initiative to get clients, get referrals, and do the necessary work to succeed in an engagement.
- **Curiosity.** The more curiosity you have, the more likely you are to learn more and keep an open mind about your clients and their challenges.
- **Adaptability.** You can consider several options for many situations.
- **Resilience.** You can recover from setbacks.
- **Perseverance.** You don’t quit. You have sufficient grit.
- **Collaborative.** You’re willing to work with your client.
- **Negotiation.** Find ways to create win-win situations. You will need these skills to create engagements and deliver the desired outcomes.
- **Influence.** You can exhibit your competence and build rapport to assist others in considering and implementing their possible choices.
While each consultant has more or less of each of these qualities, most successful consultants also find ways to build rapport with potential clients quickly.

Some people call these “soft” skills. I prefer to call them interpersonal skills. Ask yourself which of these skills you want to practice to influence others and create a resilient business.

As you use your communication skills to strengthen relationships with the client, you might need to learn how to explain the client’s challenges. Those are critical thinking skills.

### 1.2.4 Critical Thinking Skills

While clients often see the problem signals, clients don’t always see the root cause(s) of their problems. Worse, clients don’t always recognize the range of reasonable solutions for those problems.

Successful consultants will support the client as the client learns to see their challenges. Many consultants use a variety of critical thinking tools to help explain the situation and create options for change.

Here are some possible critical thinking skills tools:

- Force Field Analysis
- Causal loop diagrams with reinforcing and balancing feedback loops.
- Several kinds of data collection and organization, both qualitative and quantitative. For example, I’ve calculated cycle time, Cost of Delay, and the effects of delayed customer response times for different clients.

Avoid accepting the very first root cause you see. Remember to look for indications of much deeper problems.
Define Your Unique Value

For example, value stream mapping helps me explain the effects of people working separately. However, the map alone does not help the client reason about the situation.

Consider when you will review the various models and lenses you use. Sometimes, the client needs a different lens on the situation. See Consider These Consulting Tools for more ideas.

The more you consider different ways to explain the client’s challenges and possible options for solutions, the more you will hone your critical thinking tools.

Even if the client only pays lip service to change, your client deserves your best reasoning about what you see and their options.

1.3 Inventory Your Skills

Take time to assess your consulting-specific skills. This worksheet also has the more traditional skills from Appendix A:
Define Your Unique Value

You don’t need skills in all areas—you can only maintain skills in some areas. However, consider which functional and consulting skills offer the most value to your clients. Then, you decide which other skills you might choose to acquire.

Everyone is unique. And, as long as you Keep Learning, you’ll continue to add to your skills.

Now, it’s time to see how you’ve used those skills in the past. What you’ve learned so far offers value to your potential clients.

1.4 Articulate Your Value

How will you support your clients to see their possibilities and guide them through their changes? Remember the roles from Figure 1.1.
Do you need to compete with all the other consultants in your field?

No, for two reasons.

First, you offer specific, unique value. How will you help your clients improve and change? What’s different about what you can offer your clients? That’s the combination of your perspective and your experience.

Second, successful independent consultants can experiment and evolve their practices on purpose. You don’t have to “scale” your business to succeed, so you don’t have to compete with other consultants.

If you wonder about your unique value, think back to how you’ve succeeded through the years.

One way to do this is to review your previous work and assess the tangible and intangible benefits of that work to your previous employers or clients. You might discover that you offer more value than you think you do.

Here’s how to start:

1. For each recent role, either as a consultant or an employee, list your actions with verbs. Did you facilitate, teach, lead, or perform some other action? Write down everything for that role.
2. Determine your tangible value. Your actions helped the company save money or time, increase revenue, or something else of value to the client. Estimate the monetary value of your work.
3. Assess your intangible value. Your actions might have: helped a team work better together, created better relationships, or facilitated other people’s actions.

Remember to add what your boss or client said about your value.

The combination of your actions, plus your tangible and intangible value, will help you see how to define your value.
1.5 Assess Previous Work

Whether you worked as an employee or consultant, assess your previous work to see how you increased which skills. Consider the table in Figure 1.3, Consulting Performance Against Value to assess your work quarterly or yearly.

![Figure 1.3: Consulting Performance Against Value](image)

If you’re assessing your employee work, consider how that work can map to consulting engagements. Ask these questions as you evaluate the results:

- Start with column 1, the engagement. What is your assessment of the success of that engagement? (Put each engagement into one of the Successful, In Progress, or Unsuccessful rows.)
- In column 2, assess the client value. What kind of value did the client receive? Even engagements In Progress might offer some value so far.
• In Column 3, assess the value you received.

Consider a separate page for each year of work, starting with the most recent year. Now you can decide if you want more or less of that kind of work. Then determine if you will change your skills to increase your client’s success or value.

That’s when you might choose which skills to reinforce—or release.

1.6 Choose Which Skills To Reinforce

Which skills do you want to reinforce or acquire? I’ve offered several ways to think about skills.

Ask this question:

Do you have sufficient skills to do the consulting you want to do?

Long ago, I met John, who’d graduated from university three years earlier. His title at the time was “Senior Software Engineer.”

He told me he wanted to consult as a software architect. I asked him this question:

“What three systems have you architected, either as a lead or as part of the architecture effort?”

He frowned. “None,” he said. “How hard can it be? The architects are wrong, anyway. They get paid a lot.”

I asked him if he wanted feedback. John did. I suggested he might not have considered all relevant aspects of consulting:

1. Clients only pay you if you can help them change or solve their problems. If you don’t have the experience to do the job, the clients will learn that and fire you.
2. What previous successes would allow him to obtain an engagement?
3. Did he plan to acquire all his expertise while consulting for his clients? If he was honest with clients, that might be okay. Did he want that career path?

We discussed the value of living with our design, code, and tests for several years to see how our early decisions affected later possibilities.

He hadn’t thought of any of that. He thought consulting was straightforward and offered easy money. John didn’t consider his potential value to the client or ongoing work from the client.

The deeper your skills—in your chosen dimensions—the more effective you can be as a consultant. Deep experience can help you find better clients. Because you offer more value, you can ask for and receive higher fees.

Use your skills inventory to see when it makes sense to start or evolve your consulting business. See where you want more experience and decide how to get that experience.

As you assess your skills, remember to maintain your self-esteem.

### 1.7 Maintain Your Self-Esteem

Some consultants think they are above average and can solve “all” their clients’ problems—an example of the Dunning-Kruger effect. The Dunning-Kruger effect causes us to overestimate our abilities—that we are always above average. These people don’t learn from feedback, which not only detracts—but short circuits—their learning from their experience.

On the other hand, some consultants suffer from Imposter Syndrome, where they worry if they have any capabilities at all and
think they are a fraud. They might take “safe” engagements and avoid potential risks, experiments, and alternatives. They repeat the same year(s) of experience again and again.

Neither is a healthy state. And either state prevents consultants from learning.

Both Imposter Syndrome and Dunning-Kruger thinking can damage your self-esteem. Consultants need their self-esteem for everything they do.

Instead, consider the idea of the growth mindset from Carol Dweck’s book *Mindset: The New Psychology of Success* DWE07. Dweck’s book describes the fixed mindset and the growth mindset. When you have a fixed mindset, you think people have—or do not have—specific capabilities or skills. You might even call those skills talents.

When we use the growth mindset, we reframe our thinking into learning. Instead of assuming we have “natural” skills or talents, we choose to learn and practice almost anything.

One of the ways I build my self-esteem is to practice something every day. (See James Clear’s *Atomic Habits* CLE18.

In addition, consider reading Weinberg’s *More Secrets of Consulting: The Consultant’s Toolkit* WCM14. That book is about the self-esteem toolkit most consultants need throughout their careers.

1.8 Clarify the Value You Bring to Clients

Throughout this chapter, I’ve suggested ways you can think about the skills you bring to your potential clients. Now it’s time to discuss what makes you a unique consultant.

You.
Define Your Unique Value

All of you, including your experience and perspectives, together in one package.

Until now, your managers might have offered you feedback to make you more like others. But sameness doesn’t work for consultants. Successful independent consultants optimize for their uniqueness.

As a consultant, your first sale is to yourself. If you believe in your value, you can craft your marketing, proposals, and services to showcase your value to your clients.

1.9 Now Try This to Recognize Your Unique Value

Each chapter in this book has a “Now Try This section.” You will gain the most from this book if you take the time to answer every chapter’s questions. I recommend you use a notebook, whether it’s electronic or physical.

In your consulting notebook, write down your answers to these questions:

1. Review your perspectives about the problems you want to solve with your clients. What about your perspective is different? If your perspective is the same as others, how will you make it different in some way?
2. What did you learn about yourself from your skills inventory? What surprised you about your current skills?
3. Which skills do you prefer to perform? Which skills do you want to adopt or learn as a challenge to yourself? Make an action plan now for the skills you want to learn.
4. Where has your work offered you and your client/employer the most value?